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Theory for the nonlinear optical response of quantum-well states in ultrathin films
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We analyze second-harmonic generation~SHG! oscillations due to quantum-well states in ultrathin over-
layer films and their dependence on the electronic and magnetic structure of the film and substrate. Depending
on the SHG contribution from the surface and the film-substrate interface, and the interplay between the
wave-function symmetry~via the dipole matrix elements! and band-structure effects, one obtains different
SHG oscillations as a function of film thickness. One may obtain only one period, which is twice that observed
in the linear magneto-optical Kerr effectLM , but alsoLM and an additional, larger period. Thus we explain,
within a unified approach, recent experiments onx-Au/Co~0001!/Au~111! andx-Cu/Fe/Cu~001! films, where
different characteristic features of the SHG oscillations and different oscillation periods were observed.
@S0163-1829~98!03212-3#

I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetism of metallic surfaces, thin films, and
multilayer sandwiches has attracted much attention recently
due to the discovery of interesting effects that also have a
large potential for applications. The observation of antiferro-
magnetic coupling of magnetic films separated by a nonmag-
netic spacer layer,1 and the subsequent discovery that this
coupling could oscillate between ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic,2 stimulated intense efforts to understand
these phenomena. It was shown that in ultrathin films elec-
tronic potential discontinuities at interfaces lead to a reflec-
tion of the electronic wave functions, and consequently to a
confinement of the electronic states. The resulting quantiza-
tion of the perpendicular discrete components of the wave
vector k' gives rise to resonances in the density of states.
These quantum-well states~QWS’s! may act as a mediator
for magnetic interlayer coupling.3

Photoemission experiments directly demonstrated oscilla-
tions of the electron density of states,4,5 and proved the ex-
istence of spin-polarized quantum-well states.6,7 However,
due to the short mean free path of electrons, this method is
difficult to apply for the investigation of buried interfaces
and multilayers. This disadvantage is bypassed by optical
techniques, since interfaces of thin metallic films are acces-
sible by light. The linear magneto-optical kerr effect
~MOKE!, which is frequently used for studying magnetic
properties, is sensitive to changes of the linear susceptibility
x (1) as a function of the applied magnetic field, and is not
interface specific. In contrast, the nonlinear optical technique
of second-harmonic generation~SHG! combines a large pen-
etration depth with a strong interface sensitivity which is
derived from the breaking of inversion symmetry at inter-
faces and surfaces.8–11Though the absolute nonlinear signals
are small, the nonlinear magneto-optical effects are very

large: compared to the linear Kerr angle, enhancements up to
a factor 1000 have been observed.12

Recent experiments on x-Cu/Fe/Cu~001!,
x-Cu/Co/Cu~001!, and x-Au/Co~0001!/Au~111! films un-
doubtedly proved distinct SHG oscillations, and in particular
huge effects in the nonlinear magneto-optic response due to
QWS’s.13,14 Since the energy levels of QWS’s are thickness
dependent, resonant optical transitions involving QWS’s
caused characteristic oscillations of the SHG as a function of
the film thickness. However, the observed oscillations for
different film systems exhibited quite different features con-
cerning the oscillation period, the magnitude of the magnetic
SHG signal, and the dependence of the period on the incident
laser frequency.13,14

In this paper we will extend our theory of the nonlinear
optical response15,16 to show how SHG from ultrathin films
depends on its electronic and magnetic structure and that of
its substrate. As a result, we can explain within the same
theoretical approach the quite different experimental SHG
observations on these quantum-well systems. The theory
shows the rich information contained in the various charac-
teristic features of the SHG oscillations. In particular, it dem-
onstrates the significance of the interplay between dipole ma-
trix element effects, band-structure effects, and the role of
the optical interference of SHG contributions from the two
film interfaces. If the contributions from both the surface and
interface are important, then the SHG response appears to be
sensitive to the parity of the QWS’s with the result that only
a doubled period 2LM appears. HereLM is the period as
observed in the linear Kerr effect.17 If the SHG signal is
dominated by only one of the interfaces, then QWS’s with
even and odd symmetries contribute, and the SHG oscilla-
tions will typically reveal two periods, namely, the period
LM and a larger period.
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II. THEORY AND RESULTS

In the dipole approximation the nonlinear optical response
yielding the SHG intensityI (2v)}uP(2v)u2 is given by the
polarizationPi(2v)5x i jm(2v)EjEm . Sincex i jm is a polar
tensor of rank 3, it vanishes in centrosymmetric media. Only
from surfaces and interfaces, where the inversion symmetry

is broken, SHG arises, thus resulting in the well-known in-
terface sensitivity of SHG.8–11 The electronic theory for the
susceptibilityx i jm was discussed previously.18 Here we ne-
glect effects due to the thickness dependence of the Fresnel
factors, since the optical wavelength is much larger than the
film thickness.19

The surface or interface susceptibility is given by the
formula18,20

x i jm~2v!5
e3

V (
k,l ,l 8,l 9,s

MiM jMm
H f ~Ekl 9s!2 f ~Ekl 8s!

Ekl 9s2Ekl 8s2\v1 i\a
2

f ~Ekl 8s!2 f ~Ekls!

Ekl 8s2Ekls2\v1 i\a

Ekl 9s2Ekls22\v1 i2\a
J . ~1!

Here the symmetry of the wave functions enters through the
dipole matrix elementsMi5^Ck,l ,supi uCk,l 8,s&, wherepi is
the momentum operator. The dependence on the electronic
structure results from the eigenvaluesEk,l ,s , which depend
on the wave vectork, the band indexl , and the spins. Note
that the matrix elements may involves states,d states, and
QWS’s and will depend on the corresponding wave func-
tions. f (Ek,l ,s) is the Fermi function, anda is the Lorentzian
broadening of the states. Taking into account only vertical
transitions, Eq.~1! already shows how changes of the sus-
ceptibility result from modifications in the joint density of
states, which is probed by nonlinear optics.21 Since SHG is
generated at the surface and interface of the film, the sum-
mation over the energy eigenvalues has to be performed ac-
cording to the surface and interface electronic structure. For
a paramagnetic material, the band structure for both spin
directions is the same, and no spin dependence results. In the
case of a ferromagnetic material, the nonlinear tensor
x i jm(M ) can be separated into odd (x2) and even (x1)
components withx1(2)(M )56x1(2)(2M ).22

Assuming for simplicity that a single tensor elementx i j l
dominates the SHG, one may usex5x11x2 and
P(2v)5(x11x2)E2(v), where the average effect of the
Fresnel factors has been incorporated in an effectivex1 and
x2, respectively. Approximately, one has
x i j l

2 5x i j lmMm1¯ and x i j l
1 5x i j l 1x i j lmnMmMn1¯ . In

comparison with the linear MOKE, where the magnetization
induces only very small off-diagonal tensor elements and is
suppressed by nonmagnetic excitations,23 x2 in SHG is of
the same order of magnitude as the nonmagnetic tensor ele-
mentx1, thus inducing strong magnetic effects in SHG.24

Due to the periodic appearance of QWS’s at certain ener-
gies with increasing film thicknessd, transitions involving
these QWS’s are resonantly enhanced, and thus result in os-
cillations in SHG~and the MOKE!. If the states mainly used
for the optical transitions are spin polarized, the oscillations
in the SHG responseI (2v) cause corresponding oscillations
in the magnetic contrast

DI 25
I ~2v,M !2I ~2v,2M !

I ~2v,M !1I ~2v,2M !
. ~2!

Here, of particular interest are contributions toDI 2 due to
spin-polarized QWS’s. Obviously, the oscillation inDI 2

should be particularly strong if the electronic confinement,
which leads to QWS’s, acts very differently for electronic
spinss and2s. Due to the spin dependence of the resonant
transitions, the oscillation ofI (M ) and I (2M ) might be
shifted somewhat with respect to each other. Then, of course,
the peaks inI (M ) andI (2M ) should occur at different film
thicknesses. Also, generally the behavior ofDI 2 might be
rather different if spin polarization is induced only by the
substrate, or if the film itself is magnetic. For example,DI 2

could rather differently weight the surface and interface as
compared toI (2v).

If we split the susceptibilityx~2v! into surface and inter-
face contributions,xs(2v) andx i(2v), respectively, then

x i jm~2v!5x i jm
s ~2v!1x i jm

i ~2v!. ~3!

Hence, depending on the ratio of the interface vs the surface
contribution, one obtains that the SHG oscillations resulting
from x i jm are dominated by the symmetry of the dipole ma-
trix elements and thus the optical interference between the
two contributionsxs and x i . If the SH intensity has equal
contributions from the surface and interface, then according
to Eq. ~3! one obtains no SHG signal forxsx i52(xs)2. If
the SH intensity is essentially determined by either one of
the two contributions tox i jm , then the relative phases of
x i jm

s (v) and x i jm
i (v) and their interference is not

important;25 see Fig. 1~a!. In that case the energy eigenvalues
and dominant optical transitions reflecting the electronic
structure are most important for the SHG.

The SHG intensity and the period of the SHG oscillations
are determined by the region ofk space contributing to the
SHG signal, as is obvious from Eq.~1!. For electronic struc-
tures whose optical spectra are dominated by a small region
in k space, SHG is highlyk selective. The structure of the
SHG oscillation as a function of the film thicknessd is spiky
and pronounced, since a few resonant transitions strongly
determine the SHG due to the high density of states at these
k points. Figure 2 illustrates this situation for the case of the
~100! surface of Cu, where contributions of thek points in
the neighborhood of theG point mostly dominate the SHG.
A possible nonlinear transition is indicated by the arrow. On
the other hand, if a largerk-space volume is contributing
equally to the SHG signal, the SHG spectrum of the film
system has a less sharp structure. An example of this case is
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given in Fig. 3, where the electronic structure for the~111!
surface of Cu is sketched. Here a larger region ofk points
contributes uniformly to the optical response.

To simplify the discussion, we separately treat film sys-
tems where optical interference effects due toxs andx i are
negligible, and wherexs andx i both contribute. In the first
case we again analyze separately the situation when the
QWS’s are dominantly involved as final states, as intermedi-
ate states, and finally when both final and intermediate states
together cause SHG oscillations.26

A. One dominating interface contribution

First, we analyze the situation where no destructive inter-
ference of the surface and interface contributions to SHG

occurs, or wherexs or x i dominantly contribute to SHG. If,
above the Fermi energy, QWS’s are mainly available for
optical transitions, then a first peak in SHG appears for a film
thicknessd1 at which a QWS has moved acrossEF and
becomes available as final state. Then, again, a SHG peak
results for a film thickness 2d1 at which the previous situa-
tion is repeated, and so on; see Fig. 4 for illustration. The
resulting oscillation periodL1 is the same as that calculated
for the MOKE (LM) at a fundamental frequency
\v51.6 eV, and must be longer than or equal to the period
observed in photoemission, when only QWS effects at the
energyEF are investigated.5 Note that, in the MOKE and
SHG periods the QWS’s above the Fermi level may play a
role if corresponding optical transitions occur.27 L15LM
can be deduced from the electronic structure as the ratio
LM5@kBZ /(kBZ2k1)#, where k1 is the wave vector at
which the most important resonances in the MOKE occur. If
now, for increasing film thicknessd.d1 , not only the first
QWS aboveEF , but also the next higher one, becomes
available for an optical transition~see Fig. 4!, then a second
peak in the SHG response occurs and consequently a second
period appears. This second periodL2 also depends, of
course, on the band structure, and thus gives additional in-
formation about the available final and intermediate states.
Note thatL2 is independent ofLM , and may only by acci-
dent be equal to 2LM . Of course, the occurrence of addi-
tional periods depends on the band structure. For a photon
energy of 1.6 eV there are no further intermediate states
leading to resonant nonlinear transitions, and thus no addi-
tional oscillation periods occur. If the photon frequency is
such that many periods may occur, then it may happen that
the resultant SHG signal exhibits only a washed-out oscilla-
tory behavior.

As is obvious from Fig. 4, if only a few dominant optical
transitions occur, thek selectivity of the optical response is
optimal, and the SHG oscillations will be most pronounced.
Of course, the strength of the absolute signal depends further
on the joint density of states for optical transitions. Further-
more, the SHG oscillation will strongly change with the in-

FIG. 1. Illustration of the two contributions from the surface and
interface to SHG from thin films with QWS’s.~a! Weak interfer-
ence, since either the interface~as indicated! or the surface contri-
bution dominates.~b! Both contributions are nearly equal, resulting
in strong interference effects.

FIG. 2. The energy bands for Cu for a plane parallel to the
indicated one in the fcc Brillouin zone. The normal of the plane is
in the G-X direction, corresponding to a~100! surface. The energy
bands for the~100! surface atk''0.7 ~in units of the Brillouin-
zone length! are drawn. The bands at (kx ,ky)5(0,0) dominate the
optical spectrum due to their small gradient there. The dominant
SHG transitions are indicated by the arrow.

FIG. 3. The calculated energy bands for Cu for a plane parallel
to the indicated one in the fcc Brillouin zone. The plane corre-
sponds to a~111! surface of Cu. Its normal is theG-L direction.
The energy bands for the~111! surface atk''0.7 ~in units of the
Brillouin-zone length! are sketched. Apparently, no region with
comparable weight as in Fig. 2 is present, and consequentlyk se-
lectivity is less pronounced. Note that variousk points contribute
equally to the optical response. Some possible optical transitions are
indicated by arrows.
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cident laser frequencyv, since\v must fit the optical tran-
sitions. According to Eq.~1! this frequency dependence is
strongest if the matrix elements are less dominant than the
energy denominators in the susceptibilityx.

Note that for different incident laser frequencies different
k points dominate the nonlinear optical response. Then it is
of course necessary that confinement be present at thesek
points, to obtain oscillations in the SHG signal.

In the case of a ferromagnetic spacer layer between the
substrate and the overlayer film, resonant transitions for mi-
nority and majority electrons are possible at different over-
layer thicknesses due to the spin-splitd states. Thus a phase
shift for the I (M ) and I (2M ) signals occurs. Consequently
one may observe an enhanced magnetic contrast of the SHG
response.

Figure 4 describes the situation when matrix elements and
optical interference effects do not dominate. Obviously, one
expects a sensitive dependence of the QWS oscillations in
SHG on the frequency of the incoming light. For transitions
~i! and ~ii ! sketched in Fig. 4, resulting in SHG oscillations
mainly due to QWS’s aboveEF , one expects that the periods
L1 and L2 increase as\v increases, since for increasing
frequency the resonant transition indicated by~ii ! occurs for
a QWS appearing at a higher energy and thus at a largerk' .
This corresponds to an increasing period for increasing\v.
Obviously, 2L1.L2 if ( kBZ1k1)/2.k2 .

If QWS’s are formed in an electronic band belowEF
@transition~iii ! in Fig. 4#, SHG oscillations result again due

to changes in the density of states caused by the QWS’s upon
varying film thickness. In contrast to the previous case with
QWS’s aboveEF , the oscillation period may increase for
decreasing photon frequency.

If now QWS’s below and aboveEF cause oscillations, a
period consisting of a superposition of the two periods re-
sults, as proposed already by Straub and co-workers.26,28De-
pending on the weight of these two oscillations, it is possible
that the resulting single period increases as the photon fre-
quency decreases, for example. This may explain the behav-
ior observed for x-Cu/Co/Cu~001! by Vollmer and
co-workers.29,30

B. Two interfering interface contributions

Second, we analyze the case where optical interference
effects play a dominant role. Due toI (2v)}ux(2v) i jmu2 the
relative phase of the two termsx i jm

s (2v) and x i jm
i (2v) is

important, and may cause a cancellation of these two contri-
butions. This is the situation illustrated in Fig. 1~b!. The
symmetry of the dipole matrix elements is now essential if
optical interference of the two terms in Eq.~3! occurs. Ob-
viously, the interference is strongest if the two SHG contri-
butions at the surface and interface have nearly the same
weight. Using for simplicityux i jm

s (2v)u'ux i jm
i (2v)u, one

obtains

I ~2v!'2ux i jm
s ~2v!u212x i jm

s ~2v!x i jm
i ~2v!. ~4!

For equally weighted contributions one obviously obtains a
perfect cancellation of the thickness-dependentx~2v!, if the
resultant phase of the product ofx i jm

s (2v)x i jm
i (2v) is 21,

like for a phase shiftp at the interface or for inversion sym-
metric films@due to the transformation property ofx i jm

s (2v)
under inversion,x i jm

s (2v)→2x i jm
i (2v)#.

Obviously, the parity of the QWS’s also plays an impor-
tant role for I (2v), if the surface contribution to SHG is
nearly equal to the interface contribution. For example, if for
increasing film thicknessd ~at d5d1! the first unoccupied
QWS close to the Fermi energyEF , which sets the oscilla-
tion period, has even parity~see Fig. 5!, and if at the inter-
face no phase shift ofp occurs, then no SHG results,14 since
the product of the three dipole transition matrix elements is
small in contrast to the case of a QWS with odd parity. Thus,
in the case where the symmetry of the QWS regulates
I (2v,d), one should observe in SHG a pronounced period
doubling of the oscillation period, since only the QWS with
odd parity causes oscillations. This is also true for a possible
larger second period, that, however, will be difficult to detect
experimentally.

In detail this period doubling of the SHG oscillations due
to QWS’s can be understood if one investigates the matrix
element product in Eq.~1!. Assuming for example that only
one QWS is involved, then one has for a typical SHG tran-
sition for the product of the matrix elements

^dupud&^dupuQWS&^QWSupud&.

Expanding thed states in terms of Wannier functions, using
for simplicity approximately the even symmetry of the cor-
responding atomic wave functions, and further taking into
account the odd symmetry of the momentum operatorp, for

FIG. 4. Illustration of the generation of SHG oscillations due to
QWS’s if optical interference of SHG from surface and interface is
negligible. The electronic structure refers to the case of ax Cu/Fe/
Cu~100! system. Since theG-X direction dominates the SHG gen-
eration~see Fig. 2!, only this section of the Brillouin zone is con-
sidered. Only the rightmost QWS’s of a 12 ML Cu-film are drawn
~dots!. Note that forx56 ML QWS’s ~b! and ~d! are not present.
Possible dominant transitions involving QWS’s as final states are
indicated as~i! and ~ii !. Whereas transition~i! is possible for films
with 6 and 12 ML leading to an oscillation period of 6 ML, transi-
tion ~ii ! is possible only for 12 ML.k1 andk2 denote thek' values
along G-X which determine the oscillation periodsL1 and L2 ,
respectively. A possible optical transition involving an occupied
QWS as an intermediate state is indicated. The resultant SHG os-
cillations due to occupied QWS’s generally have a different period
in comparison with~i! and ~ii !.
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an odd QWS one obtains that only the first matrix element is
small. In contrast, for an even QWS all three matrix elements
are small.31 Thus, if surface and interface contribute, the sig-
nal from an even QWS is negligible compared to the one
from an odd QWS. If using Bloch functions for thed states,
one has to keep in mind that transitions involving QWS’s
take place at specifick values. For thesek values the Bloch

functions in the film also have definite symmetry properties,
and the same argument as above is valid.32

The minimum between two peaks ofI (2v,d) is much
deeper due to the vanishing matrix element product~the
phase difference due to the thickness increase is negligible
compared to the wavelength of light!. If the spin polarization
of the QWS is not very pronounced, one expects only a
relatively small magnetic contrastDI 2 in SHG, since thed
states of a ferromagnetic spacer are not strongly involved in
the transitions contributing to SHG.~Otherwise there would
be no equally weighted contribution from surface and inter-
face.!

Generally, one notes that if the system under consider-
ation shows only a weakk selectivity, the SHG response will
display smooth oscillations without strong peaks and almost
no frequency dependence, since the wavelength dependence
of the period is washed out by the slightly different periods
generated from the differentk points contributing to the op-
tical transitions. Of course, when both the symmetry of the
dipole matrix elements and the electronic structure of the
~magnetic transition metal! substrate are taken into account,
the SHG signal will be more complex. However, a strongk
selectivity is due to the influence of the substrate, which
makes additional states available for resonant transitions.
Then there can be no equally weighted contributions from
interface and surface, and interference effects should be
small.

Note that only the QWS’s show a strong dependence on
the layer thickness, in contrast to the other bandlike states of
the film. Thus it is sufficient for the thickness dependence of
SHG to consider transitions where QWS’s are involved.
However, there are also other contributions to SHG, e.g.,
involving only d states. These transitions create only a back-
ground contribution to SHG. The strong SHG oscillations
result from transitions involving QWS’s.

TABLE I. Characteristics of SHG response, and its dependence on the electronic structure for thin films.

ux i u@uxsu ux i u'uxsu

k selectivity @x-Cu/Fe/Cu~001!, for example#
d strong magnetic signal due to strong
~magnetic! interface contributions
d sharp SHG peaks due to few contributing
k points, resulting in strong resonances
d strong frequency dependence of the SHG
oscillation period due to the dispersion of
QWS’s in thek' direction
d MOKE period and larger periods visible;
no exact doubling of the MOKE period

d weak SHG signal, from only a fewk points,
and without strong interface contributions
d doubled period, and additional periods
are frequency dependent
d MOKE period absent; doubled and additional
SHG periods visible

no k selectivity d strong magnetic signal, due to a strong interface
contribution
d broad SHG peaks, since contributions
come from manyk points
d weak frequency dependence of the oscillation
period
d MOKE period and larger periods present

@x-Au/Co~0001!/Au~111!, for example#
d smaller magnetic contribution, since interface
and ~nonmagnetic! surface contributions
are of same magnitude
d broad, smooth peaks, since interference
effects do not change abruptly
d SHG oscillation period is rather independent
of the frequency, since the SHG signal
is caused by the QWS’s nearEF

d MOKE period absent, doubled period
present

FIG. 5. ~a! Wave functions for a particle in a box of thicknessd
with infinite walls as a model for QWS wave functions. The sym-
metry of the QWS alternates with increasing quantum number.~b!
Using this model, the symmetry of the QWS is indicated for 6~only
full black dots; parity sign of the QWS as indicated! and 12 ML
~full and grey dots; parity sign of the QWS as indicated! is
sketched. Obviously the parity of the QWS atEF changes sign.
Thus, if the plus sign causes constructive interference between sur-
face and interface layers at 12 ML, the minus sign for 6 ML causes
destructive interference. For surface and interface contributions of
approximately equal weight, no SHG will be detectable. Thus a
doubling of the MOKE periodLM occurs.
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In Table I we list characteristic features present if matrix
element effects are dominant or negligible, respectively, and
for more or less dominantk selectivity. Of course, due to the
electronic structure of the film, which may be different at its
surface, and the substrate interface, the above two limiting
situations may not be realized, and then the QWS features in
SHG are less pronounced.

III. EXAMPLES

In this section we want to demonstrate the significance of
the wave-function symmetry and the band structure for the
SHG response for two quite different systems that were in-
vestigated recently. First we discussx-Cu/Fe/Cu~001!.13,16

Here, we find that the essential contribution comes just from
one interface, and that it also has strongk selectivity. For
this system it is sufficient to restrictk to (kx ,ky)5(0,0),
since the Fermi surface has a caliper and a large density of
states~DOS! at EF . Furthermore, from an inspection of the
band structure in thek' direction, one finds that three differ-
ent types of optical transitions essentially contribute to
x i jm(2v) ~p is the dipole operator!:

~ i! ^FeupuFe&^FeupuQWS&^QWSupuFe&,

~ ii ! ^CuupuFe&^FeupuQWS&^QWSupuCu&,

~ iii ! ^CuupuCu&^CuupuQWS&^QWSupuCu&.

The optical transitions corresponding to~i! and ~ii ! are re-
sponsible for the dominant Fe/Cu interface contribution to
SHG due to QWS’s, since the importantd states and the
large local DOS of Fe are not present at the Cu-film surface.
The surface contribution to SHG only involves the matrix-
element combination~iii !. Thus the Fe/Cu interface domi-
nates the SHG, and essentiallyx i jm(2v)'x i jm

i (2v). As a
consequence, one expects a strong magnetic contrastDI 2

due to the spin-split Fed bands at the magnetic interface.
This is in perfect agreement with experiment,13 that showed
a strong magnetic contrast and two wavelength-dependent
oscillation periodsL15LM and a larger oneL2 . The latter
dominates the SHG signal.

The wavelength dependence can also be deduced from
our model. For unoccupied QWS’s dominating the thickness
dependence of SHG, one would expect an increase of the
period with decreasing wavelength.16 However, if occupied
QWS’s contribute considerably, the period resulting from a
superposition of both contributing types of QWS’s below
and aboveEF may cause a decrease of the period with de-
creasing wavelength, as is observed in experiment.26

Note that our calculation in Ref. 16 yields no oscillatory
effect from occupied QWS’s. This may be due to the use of
a simplified electronic structure. It would be of interest to see
whether a more realistic band structure of the film would
also yield oscillatory effects due to occupied QWS’s.33

As an example for systems with dominant contributions
from both the surface and interface, we consider
x-Au/Co~0001!/Au~111!.14 From the band structure one can
deduce that the Co states cause confinement for majority
states above approximately (21) eV belowEF . Since the
2.38-eV onset ofd-band transitions comes from states
around the neck of the Fermi surface near theL point,34

these directions have to be considered. However, since there
is no caliper of the Fermi surface, contributions from manyk
points have to be taken into account. The area of contributing
k points is indicated in Fig. 6~a! ~regionA!. This causes only
a weakk selectivity, and consequently the SHG peak with
respect to the Au layer thickness is relatively broad. Al-
though not only the directionsG-L, but also parallel ones
matter, one may again estimate the average MOKE period
LM'7 ML approximately from the Au band structure.35

From inspection of the Co band structure sketched in Fig.
6~b!, it can be seen that there are no Cod states serving as
intermediate states. Thus the interface and surface contribu-
tion should be very similar, which leads to a strong influence
of the QWS parity on the SHG contribution, and conse-
quently to a doubling of theLM periodL152LM . This is in
excellent agreement with experiment, where a period of 13
ML was observed.14 An even larger periodL2 is, due to the
period doubling, expected to be in the range of more than 20
ML, and is therefore hardly detectable.

The magnetic SHG signal can be understood as follows.
Since mainly QWS’s for majority electrons occur, the mag-
netic SHG signal should show the same oscillation period as
the nonmagnetic SHG signal. This is in excellent agreement

FIG. 6. ~a! Regions in the irreducible Brillouin zone withs
states having considerable weight for the formation of SHG oscil-
lations due to QWS’s. TheG point is at the center of the Brillouin
zone~hidden by theL point!. Along the indicatedk directions~re-
gion A! there are states acting as final states. If QWS’s are present
in these regions, they give rise to a strong SHG output. QWS’s
occurring in other regions~e.g., in theG-L direction! do not con-
tribute significantly since the QWS’s are then too far aboveEF . ~b!
Illustration of the Au and Co band structures fork' corresponding
to the direction perpendicular to the surface for the
x-Au/Co~0001!/Au~111! system. Confinement for the majority elec-
trons of Au is possible for energies.21 eV due to the lacking
overlap between the Au and Co bands. However, the possible Au
QWS’s there are too high aboveEF to be reached by photons of\v
less than 1.7 eV.
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with experiment.14 The oscillation period for the total SHG
response and for the magnetic contrast equals 13 ML forp
polarization of both the incidentv and the outgoing reflected
2v beam. The linear MOKE period is found to be 7 ML.
Thus the period doubling indicates that in the
x-Au/Co/Au~111! system the Co states are not strongly in-
volved as initial states, but necessary for the formation of the
confinement of the Au states. A further indication for the
minor influence of the Cod states is the relatively small
magnetic signal~25% to 120%! compared to the one in
thex-Cu/Fe/Cu~001! system~250% to150%!, and the ab-
sence of any dependence of the observed period on the inci-
dent laser frequency, which shows that nok points with reso-
nances involving Co states dominate the spectrum.36

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have shown, by theoretical calculations
supported by experimental results, the rich information that
can be obtained from SHG of ultrathin films. Our analysis
shows that rather different experimental observations of os-
cillating SHG signals due to the presence of QWS’s~Refs.
13 and 14! can be understood within the same theoretical
framework. Clearly, since more optical transitions are in-

volved, (M )SHG can reveal more information than MOKE.
Generally, one may obtain an oscillatory behavior of the
SHG intensity for increasing film thicknessd, which is
dominantly controlled either by the optical interference and
the symmetry of the dipole matrix elements or, if interfer-
ence effects are negligible, by the energy spectrum and
strong optical transitions controlled by the light energy\v.
The period of the SHG oscillations due to QWS’s may
change characteristically with photon frequency, thus reveal-
ing prominent optical transitions andk selectivity, in which
QWS’s are involved. For other film structures one may eas-
ily derive corresponding conclusions using the arguments
presented in this paper. For layered film structures with
QWS’s in several films, one expects interesting interference
effects which may also reflect the magnetic structure of the
multilayer structure.
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